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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a quick make-and-break switch or snap switch for controlling an electric motor for motor vehicles, suitable for driving directly the motor (power switch), always maintaining a feel of operation that is very similar to the one that is present on signal switches where snap action is obtained by means of silicone bubbles.

[0002] At the same time, a water-tight switch is provided by using the same element (silicone pad) that is used for generating said feel of operation.

[0003] Up to now the most widely used system for direct driving of electric motors, in particular for the power windows of motor vehicles, has been the one that uses snap-action laminas or else toggle systems in which the electrical contact is "switched" by a metal item pivoted at the centre that is made to toggle by a prod pressed by a spring in order to render the intermediate position as unstable as possible.

[0004] In fact, in order to be able to switch the loads that are required by the specific application, which are in the region of 12 A (rated) with peaks of 30 A, it is indispensable to render the instant of passage from "contact closed" to "contact open" as fast as possible and render it practically impossible for the user to stop in intermediate positions in the proximity of the point of closing of the contact.

[0005] In fact, in the above conditions, with the loads involved, there occurs flashing-over between the two contacts and a fast deposit of metal from the positive pole to the negative pole.

[0006] The above phenomenon degrades the electrical characteristics of the apparatus until functionality thereof is jeopardized when the "noble" material that forms the contact wears out, and the electrical contact continues to be made only on the metal that carries the contact.

[0007] As regards in particular switches for power windows, the above phenomenon can occur only on the normally open (NO) contact and not on the normally closed (NC) contact. In fact, it is only on the NO contact that by operating the switch the electrical load is interrupted, whereas on the NC contact only the passage of current occurs, and interruption is performed by another switch. Such switches for controlling electrical motors are disclosed in EP 1 009 001, US 4 045 650 and EP 0 638 916.

[0008] The purpose of the present invention is to exploit silicone bubbles for creating a snap switch for controlling motors of electrical apparatuses of motor vehicles, in particular for power windows, that will present characteristics of contact suitable for driving the motor directly, namely, an opening and closing of the contact that is very fast, aimed above all at preventing degradation of the NO contact.

[0009] The above purpose is achieved by the present invention, the subject of which is a snap switch for controlling motors of electrical apparatuses of motor vehicles that presents the characteristics of Claim 1.

[0010] Further characteristics and advantages will emerge clearly from the ensuing description, with reference to the attached plate of drawings, which is provided purely by way of non-limiting example and in which:

- Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of the switch of the invention in the resting position, with the button in the neutral position;
- Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the switch of Figure 1 in an active position;
- Figure 3 is an exploded view of the switch of Figure 1;
- Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the silicone pad of the switch of Figure 1;
- Figure 5 is an enlarged view of a faston connector of the switch of Figure 1; and
- Figure 6 is an enlarged view of the metal lamina of the switch of Figure 1.

[0011] With reference to the figures, designated as a whole by A is a switch for controlling electric motors of motor vehicles, in particular for motors of power windows, made up of a button 1 pivoted in 1b on the body of the switch, formed by a lid 2a and a base 2b. The button is provided with two prods 3a and 3b, which act on cylindrical actuators 4 made integrally in a silicone pad 5 and connected thereto through a thin wall having a loop-like profile that enables a practically free relative movement thereof.

[0012] The silicone pad 5 is provided with silicone bubbles 10 of a known and widely used type and a peripheral edge 5a functioning as seal, which, when the body of the switch is closed, is pinched between the edges of the lid 2a and of the base 2b. In this way the part lying underneath the pad, with its contents, is rendered totally impermeable to atmospheric agents, thus guaranteeing proper operation of the switch.

[0013] Set underneath the pad 5 is a metal lamina 6 having an elongated shape, pivoted via a hole 6a on a fulcrum 8 fixed and electrically connected to a printed or sheared circuit 19, contained and fixed in the base 2b.

[0014] One end 8a of the metal lamina is set underneath the actuator 4, whereas the other end 9 of the lamina itself, provided with a flexible part 9a and an electrical contact 11 made of a material suited to the purpose, is located in a position corresponding to one of the silicone bubbles 10.

[0015] The metal lamina has a particular shape and mode of operation in so far as for the major part of its length it is substantially rigid, having two lateral turned-under edges that form a cross section substantially shaped like a U turned upside down, and this as regards the end 8a subject to the action of the actuator and the central part to which the fulcrum is connected. The second end 9 that comes to occupy a position underneath the silicone bubble continues to be rigid up to a point underneath the bubble and is provided with a central slit with bent-down stiffening edges 9b, which is designed to
centre it on the bubble 10. The lamina terminates with the end part 9a formed by a flexible arched reed connected to the end 9 and carrying said electrical contact 11.

[0016] A normally closed (NC) faston connector 14 and a normally open (NO) faston connector 16 are in turn electrically connected by force fit or soldering to said printed or sheared circuit 19, which in turn carries the electrical connection to faston connectors 20 contained in the base 2b, which have the purpose of providing a connection to the wiring through which the electric motor of the power window is directly driven.

[0017] The switch according to the invention functions in the way described in what follows.

[0018] The toggle button 1, by rotating about its two pins 1b slotted in the corresponding holes on the body of the switch formed by the lid 2a and the base 2b, produces a vertical displacement of the two prods (one upwards and the other downwards) made integrally on the button itself.

[0019] The prod that comes down in turn causes descent of the actuator 4, which in its travel downwards presses on the end of the metal lamina 6, pivoted on the fulcrum 8, depressing it and producing rotation of the metal lamina about said fulcrum.

[0020] In this rotation of the lamina 6, the other end 9 of the lamina itself, which is not pushed downwards by the actuator 4, moves upwards compressing the bubble 10 and drawing upwards also the flexible part 9a with the contact 11 fixed thereto.

[0021] The plot of the force versus the displacement of the present actuator is mainly defined by the characteristic curve of the silicone bubble, which, notoriously, has a first stretch of travel in which the force increases and a second stretch in which it decreases, with a profile that is very close to a sinusoid.

[0022] The above characteristic of feel of operation is the one proper to silicone-bubble switches for low currents that it is intended to maintain with this new application.

[0023] The flexible part 9a of the metal lamina 6 is studied in such a way as to have, in the resting conditions, a pre-load (elastic deformation due to the difference between the natural shape of the item and the profile that it is forced to assume after its assembly) such as to absorb the first part of the travel of the system (the one that for the characteristics of the bubble requires an increasing force) without detaching the contact 11 from the NC faston connector 14.

[0024] Upon entry into the step of actuation in which (once again on account of the characteristic of the silicone bubble 10) the system drastically decreases its reaction, the speed of the movement itself becomes much faster, and hence the contact 11 rapidly abandons the NC faston connector 14 and comes to rest on the contact 15 of the NO faston connector 16.

[0025] At this point, in which the force of reaction of the system is still decreasing and the contact 11 of the lamina 6 is already in contact with the NO faston connector 16, the flexible arms 18 of the lamina 6 once again start to undergo deformation but in the direction opposite to the previous one and absorb all the stretch of travel that remains up to arrest of the system due to the button 1 coming to bear upon the body of the switch.

[0026] Return into the resting position of the entire system takes place in the reverse order: after a first brief stretch in which the force decreases on account of the decompression of all the intermediate elements subjected to compression (actuator 4, metal lamina 6, central section of the silicone bubble) and during which the user may possibly manage to accompany the system slowly, the flexible part 9a of the lamina 6, which is in conditions of pre-loading on the NO faston connector 16, starts to distend again, without, however, abandoning the contact 15.

[0027] The system thus reaches the area of the characteristic curve of the silicone bubble in which there is a sharp rise in the force of reaction thereof, and the return travel undergoes a new acceleration.

[0028] At this point the flexible arms 18 of the lamina have completely exhausted the elastic deformation that kept them pressed against the NO faston connector 16 and rapidly detach the contact 11 from the faston connector itself and bring it back rapidly into contact with the NC faston connector 14 elastically re-absorbing the entire travel that remain up to the resting position of the system.

[0029] The entire system described, as is also clearly visible from the attached figures, is made up of two systems inside the switch, which work alternately, one during rotation of the button 1 in one direction, and the other during rotation of the button 1 in the opposite direction.

[0030] The above two systems, by opposing one another, enable also the button 1 to have a precise and stable position in the resting conditions.

[0031] From the point of view of the electrical circuit diagram, the various metal components create a switch, in which the fulcrum 8 and the lamina 6 perform the connection with the "common" contact to be switched, and the NC faston connector 14 and the NO faston connector 16 alternately become the outputs.

[0032] The fulcrum 8, the NC faston connector 14 and the NO faston connector 16 are in turn electrically connected via force fit or soldering to a sheared or printed circuit 19, which in turn carries the electrical connection to the faston connectors 20 for connection with the wiring through which the electric motor of the power window is directly driven.

[0033] The same printed or sheared circuit 19, if so required, can carry electronic components (LEDs and resistors) necessary for enabling lighting-up of the switch or other electronic components that perform other desired functions.

[0034] The entire switch is then closed and sealed by the base 2b that carries all the components referred to above.
1. A snap switch (A) for controlling motors of electrical apparatuses of motor vehicles, comprising an actuating button (1) pivoted on a container body made up of a lid and a base (2a, 2b); a metal lamina (6), pivoted on a fulcrum (8), comprising a mobile contact (11) designed to close fixed contacts connected to a printed circuit (19); said switch being characterized in that said metal lamina (6) is moved by means of and acts upon an elastic pad made of silicone material (5), provided with actuators (4), and with silicone bubbles (10) set in positions corresponding to the ends (8a, 9) of the metal lamina (6).

2. The snap switch according to Claim 1, characterized in that said lamina (6) has the end (8a) that is subjected to the action of the actuator (4) and the central part that is pivoted on the fulcrum (8) which are provided with lateral turned-under edges that form a cross section substantially shaped like a U turned upside down, and in that the second end (9) that comes to occupy a position underneath the silicone bubble (10) is provided with a central slit with bent-down stiffening edges (9b) designed to connect it to the bubble (10).

3. The snap switch according to Claims 1 and 2, characterized in that the lamina (6) terminates with the end part (9a) formed by an arched flexible reed connected to the end (9) and carrying said electrical contact (11) so as to compensate, without detaching the contact (11) from faston connectors (14, 16) for the step of loading before the switch snaps into the closed condition and for the step of return before the switch snaps into the open condition.

4. The snap switch according to Claim 1, characterized in that the silicone pad (5) is provided with a peripheral edge, which is designed to be pinched between the edges of said lid (2a) and said base (2b) of the body of the switch (A), thus closing in a sealed way the internal part of said body located underneath the pad.

5. The snap switch according to Claim 1, characterized in that the silicone pad (5) is made of transparent material.

6. The snap switch according to Claim 1, characterized in that the silicone pad (5) is provided with a peripheral edge, which is designed to be pinched between the edges of said lid (2a) and said base (2b) of the body of the switch (A), thus reducing propagation outwards of the noise due to closing/opening of the electrical contacts.

7. The snap switch according to Claim 1, characterized in that the lamina is made of a single piece.

Claims

1. A snap switch (A) for controlling motors of electrical apparatuses of motor vehicles, comprising an actuating button (1) pivoted on a container body made up of a lid and a base (2a, 2b); a metal lamina (6), pivoted on a fulcrum (8), comprising a mobile contact (11) designed to close fixed contacts connected to a printed circuit (19); said switch being characterized in that said metal lamina (6) is moved by means of and acts upon an elastic pad made of silicone material (5), provided with actuators (4), and with silicone bubbles (10) set in positions corresponding to the ends (8a, 9) of the metal lamina (6).
2b) besteht, schwenkt; ein Metallplättchen (6), das auf einem Hebelpunkt (8) schwenkt, einen beweglichen Kontakt (11) aufweisend, der konzipiert ist, um stationäre Kontakte zu schließen, die an eine Leiterplatte (19) angeschlossen sind; wobei der Schalter dadurch gekennzeichnet ist, dass das Metallplättchen (6) mittels eines elastischen Küssens, das aus Silikonmaterial (5) hergestellt ist, bewegt wird und auf dieses einwirkt, versehen mit Aktuatoren (4), und mit Silikonblasen (10), die in Positionen angeordnet sind, die den Enden (8a, 9) des Metallplättchens (6) entsprechen.

3. Schnappschalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Metallplättchen (6) mit dem Endteil (9a) endet, der aus einer gebogenen biesamen Zunge gebildet ist, die mit dem Ende (9) verbunden ist und den elektrischen Kontakt (11) trägt, um ohne Ablösen des Kontakts (11) von Flachsteckern (14, 16) für die Schritte des Spannens, bei der sich unter den Kanten des Deckels (2a) und der Basis (2) des Körpers des Schalters (A) eingeschlossen befindet, dicht zu verklebt.

4. Schnappschalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Silikonkissen (5) mit einer umfänglichen Kante versehen ist, die konzipiert ist, um zwischen die Kanten des Deckels (2a) und der Basis (2) des Körpers des Schalters (A) geklemmt zu werden und dabei den inneren Teil des Körpers, der sich unter dem Kissen befindet, dicht zu verschließen.

5. Schnappschalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Silikonkissen (5) aus einem durchsichtigen Material hergestellt ist.

6. Schnappschalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Silikonkissen (5) mit einer umfänglichen Kante versehen ist, die konzipiert ist, um zwischen den Kanten des Deckels (2a) und der Basis (2b) des Körpers des Schalters (A) eingeklemmt zu werden und daher das Ausbreiten außen des Geräuschs aufgrund des Schließen/Offnen der elektrischen Schalter zu verringern.

7. Schnappschalter nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Metallplättchen aus einem einzigem Stück hergestellt ist.

**Revendications**

1. Interrupteur à coupure brusque (A) destiné à la commande des moteurs d’appareils électriques de véhicules motorisés, comprenant un bouton d’actionnement (1) qui pivote sur un corps de boîtier constitué d’un couvercle et d’une base (2a, 2b) ; d’une plaque mince métallique (6) qui pivote sur un pivot (8), comprenant un contact mobile (11) conçu pour fermer des contacts fixes connectés à un circuit imprimé (19) ; ledit interrupteur étant caractérisé en ce que ladite plaque mince métallique (6) se déplace grâce à et agit sur une plage de contact élastique composée d’un matériau de silicone (5), munie d’actionneurs (4) et de billes de silicone (10) disposées dans des positions correspondant aux extrémités (8a, 9) de la plaque mince métallique (6).

2. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que ladite plaque mince métallique (6) a une extrémité (8a) qui est soumise à l’action de l’actionneur (4) et la partie centrale qui pivote sur le pivot (8) qui est muni de bords latéraux rabattus qui forment une section efficace ayant sensiblement la forme d’un U tourné vers le haut, et en ce que la seconde extrémité (9) qui vient occuper une position sous la bille de silicone (10) est munie d’une fente centrale ayant des bords raidisseurs tombés (9b) conçus pour le raccordement de celle-ci avec la bille.

3. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon les revendications 1 et 2, caractérisé en ce que la plaque mince (6) se termine par la partie d’extrémité (9a) formée d’une lamelle souple cintrée connectée à l’extrémité (9) et portant ledit contact électrique (11) de manière à compenser, sans détacher le contact (11) des connecteurs d’attache (14, 16) l’étape de chargement avant que l’interrupteur passe brusquement en position fermée et l’étape de retour avant que l’interrupteur passe brusquement en position ouverte.

4. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la plage de contact en silicone (5) est munie d’un bord périphérique, qui est conçu pour être pincé entre les bords dudit couvercle (2a) et ladite base (2b) du corps de l’interrupteur, ce qui ferme ainsi de manière hermétique la partie interne dudit corps située sous la plage de contact.
5. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la plage de contact en silicone (5) est composée d’un matériau transparent.

6. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la plage de contact en silicone (5) est munie d’un bord périphérique, qui est conçu pour être pincé entre les bords dudit couvercle (2a) et ladite base (2b) du corps de l’interrupteur, ce qui réduit ainsi la propagation vers l’extérieur du bruit dû à la fermeture/l’ouverture des contacts électriques.

7. Interrupteur à coupure brusque selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la plaque mince est constituée d’une seule pièce.
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